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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents results on the SERS substrates research in the 
experimental point of view. The characteristics needed in the nanoparticles, 

its geometric implications, the absorption of light related with surface 
plasmon and the spatial distribution. It also shows a proposal in order to 

obtain multipurpose substrate and specific functionalization by use of 
bobbin albumin for Glucose detection.  
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Introduction 

Raman spectroscopy is a valuable tool in various research fields, like 

biology1–4, genetics 1,4–9, toxicology10, and others chemical applications1,10–

20. This spectroscopy technique provides structural information from 

various samples often without the need for extensive sample preparation4. 

However, this is a feeble phenomenon that scatter the photons in inelastic 

way and approximately 1 in 106–1010 photons are scattered inelastically8,10, 

21. In 1974 Fleischmann et al., first reported on the Surface Enhanced 

Raman Scattering (SERS) phenomenon in pyridine which gave an enhanced 

Raman scattering signal at roughened silver electrodes22. This opened up a 

new possibilities to the researchers and later on it was found to be arising 

due to the electromagnetic enhancement originating from the interaction 

between the excited radiation with the surface electrons on the rough metal 

surface which was named as plasmon13. The best enhancement factor (EF) 

obtained for the pyridine system was 5x105, using substrates made by 

metal electrochemical attack17that enables the use of Raman spectroscopy 

in many research fields like: biology, forensic science, toxic agent detection, 

pharmaceutics, art and material science4, 8,9,23. This particular area of 

research became more demanding and SERS is being studied rigorously by 
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various research groups. The next promising approach to enhance the 

SERS is to make use of novel metal nanoparticles as an object of 

electromagnetic enhancement which aids greatly in order to enhance 

Raman signals by several approaches24,20,15,25,26.  Two main approximations 

were developed which dealt with these metal nanoparticles. 

The first approximation is based on liquid solutions 3,26,27 using novel metal 

nanoparticle solutions which are blended with the analytes solution. In this 

case the interaction between the electromagnetic field and the analytes with 

the metal nanoparticles allows the detection by SERS9,15,26,27,28. Colloidal 

gold and silver were appropriate  solutions in order to get a good 

enhancement in the Raman signal29,30. When colloidal nanoparticles used 

as the Raman enhancement media, EF between 104 and 108 is achieved in 

liquid measurements, whereas if the particle aggregates are used, an 

average enhancement of 1010 is obtained for the scattering volume 

sample5,16. This enhancement factors opened up the possibilities for the 

single molecule detection even though, the reproducibility of the liquid 

measurements with high enhancement factors is difficult to achieve.   

The second one, SERS substrate based on novel metal nanoparticles,4,13, 

16,31,32,33 in which the geometrical conditions of the nanoparticles and its 
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distribution can promote electromagnetic field confinement enable  

enhancement factors up to 1010 for SERS 2,9,11,16,24,26,34. When the SERS 

substrates achieve EF up to 108 they becomes a powerful tool to identify 

even a single molecule 1,4–6,11,14,18,35–37. Because SERS substrates can be 

applied for detection of low molecular concentration, they have found 

special interest in research. Several research groups are working on the 

development of the SERS substrates for sensing unknown molecules and 

specific analytes1,4,6,8,9,11,19,20,23,25,28,33,38–44. 

The method for construction of SERS substrates is a widely explored topic 

of investigation. This thesis deals with the experimental techniques 

supported by theoretical and applied research on SERS substrates in order 

to propose a methodology to fabricate SERS substrates with good 

enhancement factors up to 108. In addition it also explores its applications 

in chemical detection and biology which is achieved by using three main 

goals as discussed below. 

First, to obtain the protocol for depositing nanoparticles on silicon 

substrate, glass and/or polymer with the homogeneous distribution and 

reproducibility by chemical (self-assembly)20,45,46 and physical (Langmuir-

Blodgett) methods47,48. 
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Second, to get the protocol for the conjugation/functionalization of 

nanoparticles with functional groups such as, amines, carboxyls, peptides, 

thiols, etc. in addition with primary and secondary antigens, to ensure the 

selectivity of the molecule of interest.  

Third, understand the Raman response (SERS or SERRS) from substrates 

under study using different concentrations of analytes, particularly for a 

single molecule. 

These objectives are discussed in detail in the first chapter which states all 

considerations required to have good SERS substrate. The substrate which 

fulfills all the conditions to obtain the high Raman signal either for random 

or specific analytes, is considered to be a good SERS 

substrate4,9,16,23,24,26,29,32–34,36,41,49.  The second chapter deals with the 

discussion on the first and second objectives whereas the third chapter 

deals with the third objective. The third chapter also discusses the results 

obtained during this project of thesis. 
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C h a p t e r  1  

T h e o r e t i c a l  an d  e x p e r i me n t a l  c o n s id e r a t i o n s  n e e d e d  f o r  
S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s . 

 
 
 

Overview 

This chapter presents an overview of the state of the art referent to SERS 

substrates using novel mental nanoparticles. The bests approaches of the 

SERS substrates are analyzed for getting the best ideas and physics 

concepts involved on the electromagnetic fields related with Raman 

enhancement. The geometric requirements of the particles and the 

conditions for have the best enhancement factor. Also the size, material and 

shape of the metal nanoparticles are studied. A proposal of architecture for 

SERS substrates is presented for two cases a multipurpose SERS substrate 

and selective SERS substrates. 
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1 . 1  R a m a n  S c a t t e r i n g  

When, an incident electromagnetic wave induces a dipole moment during 

the light material interaction. The strength of the induced dipole moment, 

P, is given by 

              .  

Where   is the polarizability and E is the strength of electric field of the 

incident electromagnetic wave. The polarizability is a material property that 

depends on the molecular structure and nature of the bonds. For the 

incident electromagnetic wave, the electric field may be expressed as 

                         , 

Where    is the frequency (Hz) of the incident electromagnetic wave 

     
    Substituting Equqtion (2) into (1) yields the time-dependent 

induced dipole moment, 

                          . 

Because the ability to perturb the local electron cloud of a molecular 

structure depends on the relative location of the individual atoms, it follows 

that the polarizability is a function of the instantaneous position of 

constituent atoms. For any molecular bond, the individual atoms are 

confined to specific vibrational modes, in which the vibrational energy levels 
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are quantized in a manner similar to electronic energies. The vibrational 

energy of a particular mode is given by 

        
 

 
              . 

Where j is the vibrational quantum number (j = 0,1,2…),      is the 

frequency of the vibrational mode, and   is the Planck constant. The 

physical displacement    of the atoms about their equilibrium position due 

to the particular vibrational mode may be expressed as 

                    (5), 

where    is the maximum displacement about the equilibrium position. 

Considering small displacements, the polarizability may be approximated 

by a Taylor series expansion, namely, 

     
  

  
      , 

where    is the polarizability of the molecular mode at equilibrium position. 

Based on the vibrational displacement of equation (5), the polarizability 

may be given as 

     
  

  
                     . 

Finally, Equation. (7) may be substituted into Equation. (3), which yields 

                       
  

  
                                 , 

Using a trigonometric identity, the above relation may be recast as 
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                                             . 

Examination of the above equation reveals that induced dipole moments 

are created at three distinct frequencies, namely   ,           and     

     , which results in scattered radiation at these same three frequencies. 

The first scattered frequency corresponds to the incident frequency, hence 

is elastic scattering (Mie or Rayleigh), while the latter two frequencies are 

shifted to lower or higher frequencies and are therefore inelastic processes. 

The scattered light in these latter two cases is referred to as Raman 

scattering, with the down-shifted frequency (longer wavelength) referred to 

as Stokes scattering, and the up-shifted frequency (shorter wavelength) 

referred to as anti-Stokes scattering. 
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1 . 2  S u r f a c e  e n h a n c e d  R a m a n  S c a t t e r i n g  ( S E R S )  

The electromagnetic enhancement can be viewed as essentially a 

redistribution of the electromagnetic (EM) field around the SERS substrate, 

resulting in strongly localized regions of high field intensities, so-called hot-

spots50. The effect is mediated through resonance of the light with the 

surface plasmon of the metal51, with the enhancement falling off with 

distance from the substrate52. Roughly speaking, plasmons are collective 

excitations of the surface conduction electrons that propagate along the 

metal surface53. At certain frequencies of incident light these electrons 

become highly polarizable, giving rise to large EM fields54. The details of 

plasmon resonance are complicated and a variety of terms exist to describe 

different aspects of plasmons depending on the research emphasis; such 

terms include surface plasmon polaritons55, radiative and non-radiative 

plasmons53, localized and propagating plasmons56. Here we present only 

some of the most basic theory needed to outline the SERS effect. It should 

be noted that in the context of this thesis, all plasmon-related effects can be 

understood as electromagnetic effects, and the relation to the free electrons 

of the metal is only secondary. In this sense, all characteristics of plasmons 

is contained within the dielectric function (and its wavelength dependence) 

and the geometry of a specific problem.  
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In terms of the basic properties of the metal, it is suitable for use in SERS if 

its refractive index has: 

 A negative real part of the dielectric function (preferably large and 

negative);and 

 A small imaginary part of the dielectric function. 

The metals that fulfill this best are the alkali and noble metals (Cu, Ag, and 

Au). On this thesis we choose to work with gold by their intrinsic properties. 
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1 . 2 . 1  P l a s m o n  r e s o n a n c e s  a n d  w a v e l e n g t h  d e p e n d e n c e  i n  
S E R S  

 
In simple terms, the plasmon resonances of a metal can be considered in 

terms of certain electromagnetic modes that exist for a material body 

described by a local dielectric function and a given geometry57–59. When the 

electromagnetic modes of a substrate are resonant with the incident light 

from an external source, enhancement occurs. Put another way, the optical 

response of the plasmon results in a redistribution of the energy around the 

object36,52,57, such that some regions are locally enhanced. This can be seen 

in the absorption spectra of a SERS substrate. It should be noted, however, 

that we can not simply use the absorption spectrum as an accurate 

indicator of the SERS enhancement of a given substrate at a given 

wavelength. First, the Raman effect involves enhancement of both the 

incident and radiative photons (at different energies), so the final 

enhancement depends on the convolution of these individual 

enhancements52,56,57,60. In addition, for resonant molecules, pre-resonance 

effects may mean that SERS enhancements occur well before the 

resonances shown by the absorption profile57,61–63. 
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1 . 3  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  a p p r o x i m a t i o n s  

Several ides and physics concepts have been developed for novel metal 

nanoparticle substrates applied to SERS. The first SERS substrates made 

at 1974 were based on electrochemical attack on metal. Using this kind of 

substrates the maximum enhancement factor was 5x105 (using a of 1X10-2 

M Pyridine, on silver electrode) at these time the researchers observed that 

on the surface of the metal the waves of light form evanescence 

electromagnetic fields 17,22. In order to have a homogenous Electromagnetic 

field the roughness of the surface metal should be homogeneous. 

During the 1990’s decade the main approaches to get SERS substrates was 

the use of novel metal specially silver,  deposited on substrates by methods 

as Vapor-Deposited Films, Electrochemically Roughened Electrodes, foil 

Roughened with Nitric Acid, Films Produced from the Tollens reaction and 

Photo deposited Films on TiO2. The limits of detection (LOD) of this 

approximation were 0.6 to 50 x 10- 8 M ±.02  of trans-1, 2-bis (4-pyridyl) 

ethane64.  

During the 2000’s, some of the first approaches to SERS substrates were 

improved and new approaches started to be applied for diverse analytes as: 

Bacillus anthracis biomarker, Glucose in a serum protein mixture and 
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Bacillus subtilis spores65. The use of nanoparticles started to be more 

common in order to obtain SERS substrates and the methods and 

techniques involved nanoparticles to obtain SERS substrates starting to 

appear.  

The most important methods refereed by authors on 2000’s decade are: 

electron beam lithography(EBL) 41,55,66–74, nanosphere-lithography and 

photo-lithography(NSL) 26,49,66,66,75–84, the template method24,34,66,66,80–82,85–91, 

the hybrid method36,37,82,92–95, and vapor deposition method(OAD) 

10,65,75,78,82,91,96–98. A comparative study of these methods was presented by 

Ralph A. Tripp et all, they made a table which compares the advantages 

and disadvantages of the methods mentioned as the most relevant on the 

2000’s decade, the maximums EF for these methods for fabricated SERS 

substrates were for the lithography using silicon oxide nanoparticles as a 

mask. 

 

Figure 1. Comparison of different SERS substrate fabrication techniques that could 
potentially generate uniform and large area SERS substrates82 (image taken by the article). 
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On 2009 Xiu-Mei Lin, et all99, establish on a review the features of an ideal 

SERS substrate: 

-1. The substrate should have high SERS activity and therefore provide 

high sensitivity. By controlling the size (more than 50 nm) and interparticle 

spacing (less than 10 nm) of nanoparticles, one can tune the LSPR 

frequency of the substrate to match the incident laser frequency and the 

effective coupling between nanoparticles can be induced to maximize the 

enhancement. 

2. The substrate should be uniform so that the deviation in enhancement 

over the whole surface can be less than 20%, which requires a relatively 

ordered arrangement of the nanoparticles on the substrate. 

3. The substrate should have good stability and reproducibility. Even after 

a long shelf time, the enhancement effect can still be maintained. The 

deviation in the enhancement should be less than 20% for different batches 

of substrates prepared by the same method. 

4. The substrate should be clean enough so that it can be applied to study 

not only strong adsorbates but also some weak adsorbates or even 

unknown samples.- 
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During the decade from 2000 to 2010, other methodologies to achieve the 

best SERS substrate started to be developed based on the use of metal 

nanoparticles made by wet chemical process. The two more promising were 

the self assembly and the Langmuir Blodgett Trough. 

Self assembly, in a general sense, might be defined as the spontaneous 

formation of complex hierarchical structures from pre-designed building 

blocks100, typically involving multiple energy scales and multiple degrees of 

freedom. Consists on use some molecule that has affinity for two materials 

one is attached to the metallic nanoparticles and other linked to the base 

substrate37,73,97,100–105. This technique can be used to form homogeneous 

layers on substrates and choosing different lengths on the molecule chains 

the space between nanoparticles can be controlled as needed37,73,81,87,89,106.  

Langmuir Blodgett Trough (LB), The LB technique was originally used to 

prepare a large area film of Amphiphile molecules on solid substrates46,107–

112. By dissolving an Amphiphile molecule in a volatile solvent immiscible 

with water, and dispersing the solution on the surface of the water phase, a 

monolayer of the molecule will form at the interface after the evaporation of 

the solvent. By changing the position of the movable barrier in the LB 

trough, one can change the density of the monolayer film. The film can then 
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be deposited on the substrate by the dipping and pulling method. Similarly, 

to prepare a nanoparticle film, the nanoparticles should first be modified 

with hydrophobic molecules and dispersed into highly volatile chloroform or 

hexane, which is immiscible with water. By dispersion of the solution into 

the water phase, a layer of randomly distributed nanoparticles will be left at 

the interface after the evaporation of the solvent. As a result of compression 

of the layer by moving the barrier, an ordered layer of nanoparticles will be 

formed on the surface of the water and transfer to the substrate forming a 

SERS substrate98–108.  

Based on the information found in the literature, Self assembly (SA) and the 

Langmuir Blodgett Trough, can be used to form a large area, of SERS 

substrates. Also the cost of these methods is lower compared to electron 

beam lithography (EBL), nanosphere-lithography and photo-lithography 

(NSL), the template method, the hybrid method, and vapor deposition 

method (OAD). Therefore the two methods chosen to be applied an 

improved in this thesis project were Self assembly and the Langmuir 

Blodgett Trough. The theoretical studies that have been done about the 

nanoparticles and the plasmon on nanoparticles and substrates are 

discussed in the next section.  
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1 . 4  S p a t i a l  a n d  g e o m e t r i c  c o n d i t i o n s  f o r  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  

SERS substrates can be divided into two fundamental classes: random and 

engineered substrates. Random substrates, such as fractal nanoparticle 

agglomerates, can support localized dipole modes, which lead to high SERS 

signal enhancements74. When dipole modes are resonant with the 

wavelength at precise locations of the spots of giant |E| field enhancement 

this region are called “hot spots”109–112. Two strategies have emerged which 

can generate hot spots at the tip of a sharp feature on a nanoparticle by 

taking advantage of “the lightening rod effect” (antenna effect), phenomenon 

that occurred at sharp points 5,27,54,59,72,99,114,127–133 or in the “gap region” 

between two closely spaced nanoparticles because of the coupling of 

plasmon modes2,26,57,79–81,92,126,134,135. The reproducibility of their 

enhancement factors is difficult to control in completely random structures 

so the engineered substrates are the best approach in order to achieve the 

hot spots. 

For “the lightening rod effect” several shapes of novel metal nanoparticles 

have been simulated, on them properties of electromagnetic field 

confinement for several shapes even as: nanospheres (maximum EF 102)131, 

nano-triangles (maximum EF 106)72, nanorods (maximum EF 105)136, 
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nanowires (maximum EF 106)137, nanocubes (maximum EF 106-8)130 and 

nanostars (maximum EF 108-10)11.  

The “gap region”, the optimums distance between nanoparticles has been 

found to be from 1 to 2 nm. (EF 1012)41,138. Some studies about the 

dependence of the distance among particles shows that the limit for good 

SERS (EF 106) is approximately 30 nm14. 

In SERS one particular case is presented when the nanoparticles, excitation 

and molecule have the same wavelength of resonance. This particular case 

can achieve EF up to 1012 on the hot spots62,115,119 and receive the name of 

Surface Enhanced Resonance Raman scattering (SERRS). This Raman 

enhancement is only presented on some cases and requires that the analyte 

matches in resonance modes with the SERS substrate. 

Based on the deep review of the literature the shape chosen for the 

nanoparticles using for this project was nanostars made of gold. These 

nanoparticles can be used in LB and SA by tailoring their surface and the 

substrate. 
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1 . 5  P r o p o s e d  a r c h i t e c t u r e  t o  g e t  t h e  b e s t  s u b s t r a t e  f o r  
S E R S  

Based on the theoretical criteria found in the literature, in order to 

construct SERS substrate is necessary follow the next architecture, use 

gold nanostars, and linked them by a molecule preferably no more than 3 

nm in length, that posses one functional group able to link the substrate 

and in the other side one that link the nanoparticles, on figure 2, this 

architecture is schematic depicted. The nanoparticles should have also a 

gap between them in the range of 30 to 1 nanometer (according the 

literature enough distance to have SERS) and the same distance from 

nanoparticles to the analyte given by a molecule that link the analyte to the 

nanoparticle, or made the space between them in order to have SERS. In 

the cartoon the electromagnetic field around the particles is illustrated as a 

yellow oval, the color is shown darker in the gap of the gold nanostars to 

illustrate the region that can form a “hot spot”. It is important to mention if 

the nanoparticles and analyte present a bonding from a chemical reaction 

some of the peaks of the Raman spectrum will be lost. This process can 

decrease the signal or blank it. If the bonds form a new link if the new link 

has freedom for electronic oscillations a new peak can appear and will be in 

correspondence to the new link formed. 
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Figure 2. Architecture for SERS substrates, this cartoon show 
how should be the best architecture for a SERS and SERRS 
substrate describing all the parts in that is compound.  

From the 1.1 title, two techniques, Langmuir Blodgett Trough and Self 

assembly were found promising for elaboration of SERS substrates. Each 

one have particularly features. 

Langmuir Blodgett Trough, can produce compact nanoparticle, only 

separated between them by the molecules attached to their surface. The 

main problem of LB technique is the hydrophobic nature of the layers 

formed yet, it, is the best method for well ordered and homogenous 

distribution. On this project this method was applied for non selective 

substrates. This means that SERS substrates made by LB, will be designed 
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as multipurpose SERS substrates. Oriented to organic analytes, molecules 

that can be dispersed or dissolved on non aqueous organic solvents.  As is 

show on Figure 3, the architecture proposed consist on hydrophobic gold 

nanostars, the hydrophobicity is generated by a molecule that in one 

extreme has a head or a functional group (yellow circle) that is linked to the 

gold nanostar and in the other extreme has an organic chain. The silicon 

substrate is cover by a molecule that links to it which has an unsaturated 

hydrocarbon. The silicon reacts whit unsaturated carbon molecules forming 

the Si-C bond, this kind of molecules and their bond are stronger. Linear 

alkene molecules with these characteristics are highly  hydrophobic 139–141, 

and provide a homogeneous hydrophobic capping. The hydrophobic 

nanoparticles will be attached to the hydrophobic substrate by Van Der 

Waals Forces 20,37,42,142–145.  

The length of the molecules used to make the hydrophobicity need to be 

around 1 nm, in order to have the best enhancement when the particles get 

closer together than the capping molecule. The hydrophobic organic chain 

on the nanoparticles and substrate helps to link, by Van Der Waals forces, 

analytes that are easily dissolved or dispersed on organic solvents. Enabling 

the substrate to have a large quantities analytes near the “hot spots” 

increases considerably the Raman scattered photons from the analytes. 
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Figure 3, show how the analytes can interact with the architecture 

proposed for the SERS substrates. Analytes can be placed among the 

particles, on the particles or diffuse to the bottom of the particles. The 

understanding the relationship between the size of the analytes their 

interaction with the SERS substrate and how it affects the enchantment is 

discussed in chapter 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Architecture proposed for the multipurpose SERS 
substrate made by LB, the green blue and pink artifacts are 

examples of how the analytes can be attached on the substrate. 
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Self assembly, has been chosen in this project in order to built SERS 

substrates for applications in biology or in which water interactions with 

the analyte is needed. figure 4, shows the Architecture proposed for this 

project. The silicon used for the LB is changed for glass slides. Glass slides 

can react whit silicon alkoxides, some of them have a functional group that 

can be linked and form bond with the nanoparticles, for example NH2
137–139. 

Silicon alkoxides bonds to silicon slides by SiO bonds. Star nanoparticles 

for this architecture need to be modified, decreasing the length of the sharp 

peaks, in order to increase the binding probability of the particles to the 

exposed functional groups of silicon alkoxides. Figure 4, shows a purple 

transparent sphere that represents the selective shell on the particles that 

are linked to the substrate. This shell should be added after the deposition 

of the particles. This method enables the use of the substrate for any 

selectivity needed. Analytes, represented by hexagonal orange artifacts will 

link to the selective shell surrounding the nanoparticles. It is important 

that the thickness of the shell never excess 30 nm to have an EF up to 106 

as reported in SERS. 
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Figure 4. Architecture proposed for the selective SERS 
substrate made by Self assembly.  
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C h a p t e r  2  

E x p e r i me n t a l  d e v e l o p me n t  o f  t h e  a r c h i t e c tu r e s  p r o p o s e d  
f o r  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s *. 

 
 
 

Overview 

This chapter deals with the experimental construction of the architecture 

model proposed for SERS substrates. Presents the design of multipurpose 

substrates using star-like gold nanoparticles synthesized using a wet 

chemical method and makes them hydrophobic using 1-dodecanethiol 

linked on their surface and deposited by LB. This molecule allowed us to 

obtain a spacing of ~2.6 nm between gold stars, which promoted the 

generation of hot spot points for SERS detection. In order to test the 

enhancement, substrates fabricated with the configuration: Si/Au film/Au 

nanoparticles were prepared.  

Selective substrates designs using self assembly were implemented by gold 

nanoparticles previously linked to the substrate using 3-aminopropyl 

triethoxysilane (APTES) in order to obtain the selective conjugation they 

were coated with Albumin using the configuration: glass/Au 

                                                 
*  Some contents of the chapter 2 are reproduced from Ref. 156,174 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

http://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/journal-authors-reviewers/licences-copyright-permissions/#reuse-permission-

requests. 
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nanoparticles/Albumin. All substrates were characterized by the 

techniques required. 
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2 . 1  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  p r e p a r e d  b y  L a n g m u i r  B l o d g e t t  
T r o u g h  ( L B )  

 
2.1.1  Synthesis of  gold nanoparticles for LB  

The gold nanoparticles were synthesized using silver nanoparticles as 

seeds, which were fabricated previously using the Turkevich method140–142 

which involved a solution of AgNO3 (0.0006M). Those silver seeds present a 

maximum absorption peak at 394 nm.  The procedure of synthesis for star-

like gold nanoparticles was as follows: 100 µl of HAuCl4 (0.1M) and 250 µl 

(0.004M) of AgNO3 are added in 10 ml of CTAB (0.001M) under moderate 

stirring. After this, 50 µl of seeds are added and maintained under stirring 

for 5 minutes. The stirring speed is decreased and 250 µl of ascorbic acid 

(0.08M) were added and the solution turned to a brown coloration if seen by 

reflection and blue coloration is seen through transmission after finishing 

the synthesis. The nanoparticles were washed 3 times with distilled water 

while being centrifuged. The centrifugation time should not exceed 5 

minutes at 4500 rpm, in order to prevent permanent conglomeration of gold 

nanoparticles. Morphology of those gold nanoparticles was analyzed on a 

Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) Model 7800F from 

JEOL, using electron acceleration energy between 1 and 5 KeV. 
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Gold nanoparticles were functionalized using the Amphiphile molecule 1-

dodecanethiol (with approximate length of 1.3 nm) in order to disperse 

hydrophobic nanoparticles on the surface of the water bath of the LB 

equipment and to be linked on the hydrophobic substrate. In this case, 15 

ml of gold nanoparticles dispersed in water were mixed with acetone and 

hexane using a volume ratio of 10:4:4. Then, 50 µl of 1-dodecanethiol were 

added and kept under strong stirring during 1 hr at room temperature. 

Finally the nanoparticles were washed and dispersed in chloroform.  

 

 
2.1.2  Preparation of  Substrates to LB 

The substrates used in our experiments were (001) pieces of silicon (Si). 

Those substrates were washed with soap, ethanol and distilled water. 

Afterwards, the surface of the substrates were treated with 98% 

hydrofluoric acid for 15 min in order to remove the thin layer of SiO2 

formed by the O2 interaction over the silicon wafer and then immersed in a 

solution of 1-octadecene (1 nm length) during 30 min at 50 °C to form Si-C 

bonding. This way, the substrate surface was functionalized providing a 

hydrophobic surface were gold nanoparticles can be attached. Some 

substrates were covered with a 20 nm gold film of using physical vapor 

deposition (PVD) at a base pressure of 5x10-6 mbar after treatment with 
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hydrofluoric acid. Those substrates with gold were made hydrophobic by 

immersing them into a solution of 50 µl of 1-dodecanethiol dissolved in 50 

ml of hexane, later they were washed with hexane. Au nanoparticles were 

deposited on the substrates with/without gold film using the Langmuir-

Blodgett method, taking into account the following considerations: the 

number of nanoparticles per ml obtained with the molarity of HAuCl4 used, 

that in turn, is related with the average nanoparticle size; and the 

necessary amount of nanoparticles to fill the LB area under compression. 

Thus, the required quantity to spread was 500 µl of gold nanoparticles 

solution for each substrate experiment. After the preparation of substrates, 

10 µl of a solution of Rhodamine B were dropped for SERS measurement on 

4mm x 4mm substrate area. Six different samples† (R1-R6) with different 

molar concentrations of RhB dissolved in ethanol were prepared for this 

study. Complete description of molar composition of each sample is 

described in Table 1. All substrates under study were analyzed in a SEM 

FEI-Novananosem 200 using acceleration energy between 20 to 30KeV. 

 

 

                                                 
†  Not only six samples were done during the project during this thesis several samples and tests were done, the six samples 

shows on the document are the most representatives. R1 to R6 are the samples reported on the scientific article “SERS 

substrates fabricated with star-like gold nanoparticles for Zeptomol detection of Analytes”. 
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Table 1. Main parameters of detection for Raman measurements 

A B C D E F G H 

Sample 
 
 

Number of 
Moles on 
substrate 

Number of 
molecules 

on substrate 

Sample 
Area 
(µm2) 

Molecules/µm2 

 

 

Molecules/ 
spot area 
(189µm2) 

moles/spot 
area  

 

Error 
(±%) 

R1 1.03x10-05 6.21x10+18 1.60x10+06 3.88x10+12 7.33x10+14 1.22x10-09 0.0703 

R2 1.03x10-11 6.21x10+12 1.60x10+06 3.88x10+06 7.33x10+08 1.22x10-15 0.826 

R3 1.03x10-12 6.21x10+11 1.60x10+06 3.88x10+05 7.33x10+07 1.22x10-16 1.066 

R4 1.03x10-14 6.21x10+09 1.60x10+06 3.88x10+03 7.33x10+05 1.22x10-18 1.546 

R5 1.03x10-16 6.21x10+07 1.60x10+06 3.88x10+01 7.33x10+03 1.22x10-20 2.026 

R6 1.03x10-18 6.21x10+05 1.60x10+06 3.88x10-01 7.33x10+01 1.22x10-22 2.506 

 

 

2.1.3  Optical Characterization of  LB substrates 

The absorption spectrum of gold nanoparticles between 400nm to 1000 

nm was obtained from a Perkin Elmer lamba 900 spectrometer using a 

quartz cuvette of 1 cm thickness. The IR spectra [Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR)] of the samples were recorded in the range of 2700–3100 

cm-1 on an ABA (MB300) spectrometer using the KBr pellet method153. 

Raman measurements in the range of 100-1800 cm-1 were carried out 

using a Raman Spectrometer R-S Renishaw (1000 B) which has a laser at 

830 nm. The power used for all measurements was 0.01 mW and the spot 

area was around 189µm2 it was calculated by measure the spot on the 

camera (diameter of ~ 15.5µm) of the Raman. It agree with the literature 
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that states for a 50X objective lens with NA 0.75 maximum diameter of 20 

µm154 the  total time integration were 30 seconds.  

 

2.1.4  Results and Discussion of  LB substrates 

The hydrophobic gold nanoparticles were dispersed onto a water surface of 

the Langmuir-Blodgett trough, see figure 5 a,b, at this stage the surface 

pressure was zero and the nanoparticles were randomly distributed.  The 

next step is compressing the nanoparticles at a constant speed of 

1mm/min, see figure 5c. At this stage the gold nanoparticles received a 

pressure in the range of 15-35 mN/m.  The compressed nanoparticles 

moved toward the silicon substrate (interacting with the functionalized Si 

surface) while the tip holding the substrate was lifted progressively with 

controlled speed, as shown in 5d.  

 

Figure 5. Exemplification of the Langmuir-Blodgett deposition. 
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Figure 6. Schematics of each SERS substrate fabricated in this 
work: a) Si/Au nanoparticles, b) Si/Au film/Au nanoparticles, 
c) is a top view of different analytes deposited on our SERS 
substrates. 
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Functionalization of nanoparticles is a critical parameter for the 

distribution and their  linking to the Si substrate as well as for the 

detection of the analyte, figure 6a shows a diagram to illustrate different 

bonds between the Si substrate and the gold nanoparticles functionalized 

with 1-dodecanethiol. Basically, 1-octadecene (1 nm length) is attached to 

the silicon substrates by Si-C bonds, this in turn, is linked due to by Van 

Der Waals forces to the paraffin part of the 1-dodecanethiol molecules 

located on the surface of gold nanoparticles, which are in turn linked to the 

gold star-like nanoparticles by their sulfhydryl groups (-SH). 

In the case of SERS substrates with a gold film, (see figure 6b) only 1-

dodecanethiol is used to separate the nanoparticles from the gold film, and 

it is attached to the Au film by its SH extreme. The presence of 1-

dodecanethiol molecules on the surface of gold nanoparticles and on gold 

coated substrates is particularly useful in our case because the 

approximate length of the 1-dodecanethiol chain is 1.3 nm, therefore the 

minimum distance between two adjacent gold nanoparticles or between 

nanoparticles and gold coated silicon substrates should be 2.6 nm, which 

favors the generation of “hotspots”, see figure 6b. When the Au film is not 

on the Si substrate, the separation distance between the gold nanoparticles 

and the Si substrate is about 2.3 nm, see figure 6a.  
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The numbers of hotspots is directly related with the single molecules 

detection capacity of, since it has been reported that hotspots are points 

with a electric field enhancement factor of 1014 52,155.  

When rhodamine B molecules were deposited on the substrate, they spread 

out on the substrate by diffusion and can be situated among adjacent gold 

nanoparticles, between the gold nanoparticles and the Au thin film or on 

top of gold nanoparticles, see figures 6b, c. This enables us to increase our 

limit of detection in comparison with reference 118, where the analyte is 

necessarily located between the gold nanoparticles and the Au film.  

The presence of the 1-octadecene on the surface of silicon substrates and 

1-dodecanethiol on the surface of gold nanoparticles is confirmed by the 

FTIR spectra of figures 7a, b. It is observed that the peaks at 908 cm-1 and 

721 cm-1 related to 1-octadecene appear in the FTIR spectra of the Si 

Substrate.  In addition, the peaks located at 2915 cm-1 and 2848 cm-1 

corresponding to 1-dodecanethiol are also present on the surface of 

functionalized gold nanoparticles.  

There are variations in the distribution of gold nanoparticles on the silicon 

substrates depending of the pressure used during the LB deposition. Figure 

8a, b show SEM images of typical Si substrates with gold nanoparticles 

deposited under a pressure of 15mN/m and 35 mN / m respectively. 
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Figure 7. FTIR spectra of: a) 1-dodecene molecule and Si 
Substrate Functionalized and b) 1-dodecanethiol molecule and 
Au Nanoparticles functionalized with 1-dodecanethiol. 
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The distance of separation among nanoparticles in figure 8a is larger in 

comparison of that corresponding to figure 8b, which is to be expected 

because the pressure used was higher on the substrate of figure 8b. The 

morphology of our gold nanoparticles is important because they are star-

like with several tips, see figure 8c. Those tips are particularly important for 

the enhancement of the electric field necessary in the Raman detection. The 

average size of those nanoparticles is 138 nm (from tip to tip). Figure 8d 

shows an image of the Si substrate with gold nanoparticles distributed on a 

gold film (pressure used 35 mN/m). It is remarkable the homogeneity of the 

distribution of nanoparticles in this film, which is important for Raman 

detection because this substrate allowed Raman detection up to 10-22 

moles/spot size as explained later. According to the AFM measurements 

(not shown here), the roughness of this film is between 45-60 nm, which is 

in good agreement with half of the average diameter of 138 nm for gold 

nanoparticles. This is expected because the AFM cantilever should fall at 

half of the diameter (valley point) during AFM measurements (in points 

where two tips of two different stars are in contact). The maximum 

plasmatic absorption of Au nanoparticles dispersed in water and Au NPs on 

a silicon substrate covered with a gold film (Si/Au Film/Au NPs) are located 

at 653 nm and 750 nm respectively, see inset of figure 8d. As observed, 
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there was a shift of approximately 100 nm of the maximum plasmonic peak 

and a broadening of the plasmonic band on the substrates with gold film. 

Such broadening allowed us to use the 830 nm for Raman detection, since 

this wavelength is in resonance with the plasmonic band obtained in Si 

substrates with the gold film. 

 

 

Figure 8. a) and b) are SEM images of the Au NPs distributed 
on the substrate for the values of pressure 15mN/m and 35 
mN/m respectively. c) SEM image of Au NPs and d) SEM 
image of compacted Au nanoparticles on the Si Substrate. 
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2 . 2  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  p r e p a r e d  b y  S e l f  a s s e m b l y  ( S A )  

2.2.1  Synthesis of  gold nanoparticles for SA  

All chemicals used for the synthesis and functionalization of nanoparticles 

were acquired from Sigma Aldrich and used without any further treatment. 

The gold nanoparticles were synthesized using silver nitrate as anisotropic 

low doping avoiding the use of silver seeds to reduce the length of the 

peaks. The procedure of synthesis for star-like gold nanoparticles was as 

follows: 100 µl of HAuCl4 (0.1M) and 250 µl (0.004M) of AgNO3 were added 

in 10 ml of CTAB (0.001M) under moderate stirring. Then, the stirring 

speed was decreased and 250 µl of ascorbic acid (0.08M) was added. A blue 

coloration is observed through transmission after finishing the synthesis. 

Those nanoparticles were washed 3 times with three-distilled water. The 

centrifugation time did not exceed 5 minutes at 4500 rpm in order  to avoid 

a permanent conglomeration of the gold nanoparticles. Morphology of those 

gold nanoparticles was analyzed on a field emission scanning electron 

microscope (FE-SEM) model 7800F from JEOL, using electron acceleration 

energy between 1 and 5 KeV. 
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2.2.2  Preparation of  Substrates by Self  Assembly 

Glass substrates from corning were washed thoroughly during 30 min 

under sonication using the following solvents: distilled water, ethanol and 

isopropyl alcohol. Later, those substrates were immersed in a solution of 

sulfuric acid (0.1M) during 10 min to remove any organic residues and to 

functionalize the surface of glass with OHs. After this, the glass substrates 

were immersed in a solution of anhydrous ethanol with 5 vol% of [(3-

Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) during 6 hours. During this time, the 

hydrolysis was achieved and the APTES was linked to the glass surface 

through radicals OHs. Subsequently, the substrates were washed several 

times with anhydrous ethanol. subsequently, the gold nanoparticles are 

attached to the glass substrates by immersing the substrate in the solution 

of gold nanoparticles for 2 hours. In the case of the sample with albumin, it 

was deposited after the gold nanoparticles using the spin coating method. 

In this case, a solution of Bovine Albumin (Immunicor Gamma USA) in 

distilled water (11 vol. %) was deposited at 4000 rpm during 1 min and 

then dried at 60 °C for 3 hours.  After the preparation of substrates, 10 µl of 

a solution containing Glucose was dropped for SERS measurement on 4mm 
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x 4mm substrate area. Six different SERS substrates‡ (M1-M6) with 

different molar Glucose concentrations were prepared in distilled water for 

this study. Only samples M5 and M6 contained Albumin. A complete 

description of the molar composition of each sample is described in Table 2. 

An additional sample named M5NA was prepared using the same molar 

concentration of Glucose as for M5, but this one was not coated with 

Albumin. 

Table 2.  main parameters of detection for Raman measurements. 
 

A B C D E F G H I 

Sample Molarity 

(mol/L) 

Number 

of moles 

on 

substrate 

Number of 

molecules 

on 

substrate 

Sample 

area 

(μm2) 

Molecules 

(μm2) 

Molecules 

per spot 

area (189 

μm2) 

Moles per 

spot area 

Total 

error 

(±%) 

M1 1.00E+00 1.00E-05 6.02E+18 1.60x10+06 3.76E+12 7.11E+14 1.18E-09 0.76 

M2 1.00E-03 1.00E-08 6.02E+15 1.60x10+06 3.76E+09 7.11E+11 1.18E-12 0.88 

M3 1.00E-05 1.00E-10 6.02E+13 1.60x10+06 3.76E+07 7.11E+09 1.18E-14 0.96 

M4 1.00E-07 1.00E-12 6.02E+11 1.60x10+06 3.76E+05 7.11E+07 1.18E-16 1.04 

M5 1.00E-09 1.00E-14 6.02E+09 1.60x10+06 3.76E+03 7.11E+05 1.18E-18 1.12 

M6 1.00E-11 1.00E-16 6.02E+07 1.60x10+06 3.76E+01 7.11E+03 1.18E-20 1.20 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
‡  Not only six samples were done during the project during this thesis several samples and tests were done, the six samples 

shows on the document are the most representatives. M1 to M6 are the samples reported on the scientific article “Nanomolar 

detection of Glucose using SERS substrates fabricated with Albumin coated gold nanoparticles” 
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2.2.3  Optical Characterization of  Self  assembly substrates 

The absorption spectra of gold nanoparticles ranging from 400-1000 nm 

were obtained from a Perkin Elmer lamba 900 spectrometer and using a 

quartz cuvette of 1 cm of thickness. The IR spectra [Fourier transform 

infrared (FTIR)] of samples were recorded in the range of 2700–3100 cm-1 

on an ABA (MB300) spectrometer using the ATR method. Raman 

measurements in the range of 100-1800 cm-1 were carried out using a 

Raman Spectrometer R-S Renishaw (1000 B) which has incorporated a 

laser of 785 nm. The power used for all measurements was 2.4 mW and the 

spot area is around 180µm2 it was calculated by measure the spot on the 

camera (diameter of ~ 15 µm) of the Raman. It agree with the literature that 

states for a 50X objective lens with NA 0.75 maximum diameter of 20 µm154 

the  total time integration were 30 seconds. 

 

2.2.4  Results and Discussion of  SA substrates  

The architecture of the SERS substrate and the morphology of 

nanoparticles are central in order to produce Raman enhancement and in 

order to reduce limit of detection. It has been published that star-like gold 

nanoparticles are useful in order to get a Raman enhancement factor up to 

1012, 156,11 while those with spherical nanoparticles are able to produce a 
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maximum EF of 108,11 therefore, star-like nanoparticles were used in this 

work.  

A SEM image of gold nanoparticles used in order to fabricate our SERS 

substrates is shown in Figure 9a. Those nanoparticles have sharp tips and 

their average size was 117 nm (from tip to tip). The particles have smaller 

peaks than the particles used on the LB methodology to promote the linked 

to the substrate.  Figure 9b shows an image of gold nanoparticles deposited 

on a glass substrate. As seen in the image, the distribution of the 

nanoparticles is not uniform on the substrate, the particle cluster and some 

empty spaces appear among different conglomerations of particles, enabling 

the plasmon interaction between them by electromagnetic coupling36. When 

Albumin is deposited by spin coating, the gold nanoparticles look 

completely coated by this compound and clustering is still present, see 

figure 9c. A zoom of the Albumin coated nanoparticles is presented in figure 

9d, the average size of the core (AuNPs)/shell (Albumin) particles is 132 nm. 

This means an increase of 15 nm after the Albumin deposition, and this 

increase should correspond to the thickness of the Albumin shell. 

Figure 10 shows a diagram to illustrate different bonds between the glass 

substrate and the Albumin coated gold nanoparticles. Basically, APTES 

molecule (0.6 nm length) is attached to the glass substrates by Si-OH 
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bonds, this in turn, is linked to the gold nanoparticles by an amine (NH2) 

termination (see figure 10a). The gold nanoparticles are bonded to the 

Albumin due to the formation of peptide bonds (COOH-NH2), see figure 10c.  

 

Figure 9. SEM images of: a) Star-like Gold nanoparticles, b) 
Gold nanoparticles on glass substrate, c) Albumin coated gold 
nanoparticles on glass, and d) Zoom of the substrate with 
Albumin coated gold nanoparticles. Inset in figure 1b shows 
the absorption spectra of gold nanoparticles dispersed in water 
and deposited on glass. 
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The formation of this bond is related with the limit of detection in our SERS 

substrates as explained later. The presence of gold nanoparticles was 

detected by absorbance measurements, inset in figure 9b shows the 

plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles dispersed in water, which 

corresponds to the particles on the substrate. A red shift from 650 nm to 

740 nm is observed for the plasmon resonance when the nanoparticles are 

deposited on the substrate, owing their conglomeration after deposition as 

observed in Figure 9b. In fact, this red shift was convenient because the 

plasmon resonance of gold nanoparticles is in near resonance with the laser 

wavelength used for Raman measurements (785 nm). 

The measurement of Glucose in biological systems is an important interest 

in medicine and biology3,151,149,157. For this reason we have chosen Glucose 

as an analyte of interest. The early determination of Glucose content in 

human blood can help to prevent the  development of diabetes in patients 

and its side effects158,159,160. As an effort to detect Glucose at very low levels, 

several types of sensors have been developed3,151,157,161-34  in order to get the 

range of Glucose in human blood (4.4mM-6.6mM)162,163. On the other hand, 

Raman spectroscopy has emerged as an alternative to detect molecules of 

biological interest such as aminoacids, sugars, lipids etc7-8. In particular, 
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surface Raman enhanced spectroscopy (SERS) has been used because it 

can enhance the inelastic light scattering by a factor of at least 104,5-35.  

 

 

Figure 10. Schematics of each SERS substrate fabricated in this 
work: a) Glass/Au NPs, b) Glass/Au nanoparticles/Glucose, 
and c) Glass/Au NPs/Albumin/Glucose. 
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It is well-known that the detection of Glucose is difficult because of the 

anomeric effect. It is a chemical phenomenon where the chemical structure 

of the molecule is changing continuously when it is dispersed in liquids, 

this effect is present specially in sugars164,165. If this effect is reduced or 

completely eliminated, the detection of Glucose would be easier given that 

the molecule would be more stable. A possible approach in order to 

chemically stabilize the Glucose molecule would be bonding it to another 

molecule such as Albumin, this last molecule can be a good option since it 

can form glycated Albumin (peptide bonds) after interacting with the 

Glucose molecule166,167. The performance of our SERS substrates was 

studied without and with Albumin, in order to determine the detection limit 

and the effect of gold nanoparticles in our system under this phenomenon. 

We added a droplet of Glucose (10 µl) dispersed in water on our SERS 

substrates, after this, the Glucose molecules spread out on the substrate by 

diffusion and was positioned among adjacent gold nanoparticles or above 

them, see figure 10b. They cannot be located between the gold 

nanoparticles and the substrate since the molecule length of APTES (0.6 

nm) is smaller than that of Glucose (0.87 nm).  
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We confirm our results of interaction between Albumin and Glucose with 

FTIR measurements. Figure 11 depicts the FTIR spectra of Albumin, 

Glucose and a mixture of Albumin + Glucose. The bands located in the 

range of 1550 cm-1-1660 cm-1 and associated to the amide groups I and II 

of Albumin can clear be seen in figure 11b. The intensity of such bands 

decreased dramatically when Albumin was mixed with Glucose, as observed 

by comparing figures 11a and 11b. It is also noticeable that the peaks of 

Albumin located at 1405 cm-1 and 1653 cm-1 are completely attenuated 

while the main peaks of Glucose located at 915 cm-1, 1073 cm-1, 1126 cm-1 

are enhanced. According to the literature, the peaks located at 1405 cm-1 

and 1653 cm-1 corresponds to the amide groups (named I and II)  of 

Albumin 168,169. The simultaneous enhancement and attenuation of some 

peaks indicates that the Albumin and Glucose molecules are interacting by 

forming new bonds. According to the literature, Glucose can form peptide 

bonds (COOH-NH2) with Albumin through the interaction of amide groups 

fof Albumin (NH2) with COOH groups of Glucose170-37. Those peptide bonds 

are also named glycated Albumin167 and are important for the stabilization 

of the Glucose molecule as mentioned earlier. 
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Figure 11. FTIR Spectra of solutions of Glucose (1M), 
Albumin (11 vol.%) and a mixture of Glucose (1M)+Albumin 
(11 vol.%). 
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C h a p t e r  3  

S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  r e s p o n s e  c h a r ac t e r i z a t i o n §. 

 

Overview 

 

This chapter shows the SERS results achieved by the multipurpose SERS 

substrates and self assembly SERS substrates. 

The gold nanoparticles which were deposited using the Langmuir Blodgett 

trough technique on silicon substrates or on gold coated silicon substrates 

permitted the zeptomol detection of Rhodamine B (total moles per laser spot 

area). The Raman enhancement factor (EF) reached for this level of 

detection was 1012, and was obtained on the SERS substrate fabricated 

with the configuration: Si/Au film/Au nanoparticles. Raman spectra of the 

molecules TWEEN 20 and P-terphenyl were also measured in order to 

elucidate the effect of the molecule’s length on the enhancement factor. 

According to those results, our SERS substrates without the gold film are 

useful for a minimum detection level of ~10-14 moles of analytes with sizes 

equal to or less than 1.3 nm and ~10-18 moles of analytes with gold film 

(total moles per sample). 

                                                 
§  Some contents of the chapter 3 are reproduced from Ref. 156,174 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

http://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/journal-authors-reviewers/licences-copyright-permissions/#reuse-permission-

requests. 
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The self assembly SERS substrates were used for Glucose detection as low 

as 10-7 M which represents an enhancement factor (EF) of 109, as a result 

of the hot spot formed by the spike termination and appropriate 

distribution of gold nanoparticles. An improvement of two orders of 

magnitude was obtained by coating gold nanoparticles with Albumin with 

the configuration: glass/Au nanoparticles/Albumin. In this case the lowest 

detection was 10-9 M for an EF of 1011. The Albumin molecule allowed us to 

enhance the Raman signal because of the formation of peptide bonds 

(COOH-NH2) generated due to the interaction of Glucose with Albumin, and 

to the appropriate separation distance between the Glucose molecules and 

gold nanoparticles. The presence of such peptide conjugates was confirmed 

by FTIR spectra. Thus, our results suggest that our SERS substrates can 

be useful for the detection of very low Glucose concentration, which is 

important for the diagnosis of diabetes. 
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3 . 1  R e s u l t s  o b t a i n e d  f o r  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  p r e p a r e d  b y  
L a n g m u i r  B l o d g e t t  T r o u g h  ( L B )  

3.1.1  SERS results for Rhodamine B 

The data obtained from Raman measurements requires a careful treatment 

to avoid peaks unrelated to the analyte subject to analysis (in this case 

RhB) and to eliminate Raman peaks related to the Silicon substrates, Au 

film and Au NPs. The background corresponding to the three elements just 

mentioned above were subtracted from Raman measurements in order to 

guarantee that the observed Raman peaks correspond only to Rhodamine 

B. in order to determine the limit of Raman detection for the conditions of 

measurement and type of substrate established in this work, several molar 

solutions were prepared by diluting RhB in ethanol, later 10 µl of each 

solution were deposited on the substrates. From here, the amounts of RhB 

deposited on each substrate were calculated, see column B in table 1, 

chapter 2.  

It is possible to obtain the Raman signal for a concentration of 1.03x10-5 

moles when RhB is deposited on a Si substrate only, see figure 12a, but it 

is not possible when we have less than 1.031x10-11 moles on the Si 

substrates, a peak at about 940 cm-1 related with the Si substrate is 

visualized (see Raman spectra for Si in Figure 12a).  
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Figure 12. Raman spectra of (a) R1–R4 samples on Si substrate 
and (b) R4 with/without Au film. 
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This demonstrates that the silicon substrate is not good enough for Raman 

detection at very low concentrations. In order to improve Raman detection, 

Au NPs were deposited by LB to the Silicon substrates. In figure 12b a 

black line, shows an example of Raman enhancement for sample R4 with 

10-14 moles of RhB; it is clearly observed that Raman peaks appeared in the 

configuration Si/Au NPs. In order to have an idea about the improvement of 

Raman detection due to the presence of gold nanoparticles, the Raman 

enhancement factor (EF) was calculated using the formula: EF= 

(ISERS*NREF)/( IREF*NSERS) where ISERS is the enhanced Raman intensity of the 

adsorbed RhB molecules on the substrate, IREF  is the spontaneous Raman 

scattering intensity from the RhB molecules under the laser spot, which are 

on the Si substrate (without Au NPs), NREF represents the number of RhB 

molecules excited by the laser without Raman enhancement effect and 

NSERS is the number of molecules uniformly covering the SERS substrate in 

the laser spot area16,171. Thus, it is possible to state that the EF improved 

from 0 (Si substrate without Au NPs) to 109 when the nanoparticles were 

added, see figure 12b. This value of EF is in perfect agreement with the 

value reported from numerical simulations11,44. The surprising 

enhancement of the Raman signal is caused by the tips located in our gold 

nanoparticles. From boundary element methods (BEM) it has been found 
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that there are plasmon oscillations confined within the tips (localized 

plasmons), which give rise to an enhancement of the electric field, that in 

turn, is associated to the optical response11,44,147. In order to increase the 

enhancement of the Raman signal again for the concentration of RhB 

molecules in sample R4 (10-14 moles), an extra layer of gold was deposited 

on the Si substrate with the configuration: Si/Au Film/Au NPs. As a result 

of this additional layer, new Raman peaks appeared and their intensity 

increased with Au NPs, see Figure 12b (red line). The additional 

improvement is produced by the overlapping of the plasmonic absorption of 

the gold nanoparticles and that of the substrate with the Au film (Si/Au 

Film/Au NPs), see inset in figure 6d chapter 2. This is the result of the 

increase in the dipolar oscillations related to the electric field enhancement 

in the tips when both, the Au film and the Au NPs are interacting at the 

same time with the laser at 830 nm. The limit of Raman detection without 

the presence of the Au film was determined as 1.03x10-14 moles (total moles 

per sample). If the concentration is further decreased, it is not possible to 

detect Raman peaks only with the presence of Au NPs. Table 1 chapter 2, 

summarizes the values of the main parameters to have an idea about the 

level of detection in this work. Column C presents the number of molecules 

deposited on the SERS substrates with an area of 4 mm x 4 mm 
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(16x106µm2), this column was calculated taking into account 1 mol of 

molecules, column D shows the area of the samples R1-R6, Column E 

resulted for dividing column C by column D, column F was calculated 

multiplying column E by 189 µm2 (laser spot area), column G resulted from 

the operation: (column B/16x106µm2)*189 µm2, and finally column H 

shows the total error of each parameter in columns B-G corresponding to 

each sample. This table also shows that detection of ~10-18 moles 

distributed on the substrate is possible, this is equivalent to detect just 1 

molecule in each 3 µm2 or 1.22x10-22 moles on an area of 189 µm2, this 

level of zeptomol detection was achieved just with the simultaneous 

presence of an Au film and Au NPs, see column E for sample R6. Figure 13a 

shows the Raman spectra for different molar concentrations on the SERS 

substrate, the Raman spectrum for the sample R1 with 1.031x10-5 moles of 

RhB is shown for reference. As observed, all Raman peaks presented in 

samples R2-R6 have good agreement with those shown for R1, see vertical 

lines on that plot. All of those peaks also coincide with those reported in the 

literature172. Figure 13b shows the Raman spectra for samples R3-R6. 
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Figure 13. Raman spectra of a) samples R1-R6 and b) samples 
R3-R6 
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Raman spectra are accompanied with the corresponding Enhancement 

factors; the Au film permits EF of 1010 and 1012 for samples R5 and R6 

respectively, which is in agreement with literature for zeptomol 

detection11,136. As mentioned before, our design for the SERS substrate 

does not need to attach the analyte between the gold nanoparticles and the 

Au film. When this occurs, some intrinsic Raman peaks related to the 

analyte disappear because it forms bonds with the gold nanoparticles or Au 

films as shown in ref. 11,136. In our case, the Raman spectra show intrinsic 

vibrational modes corresponding to Rhodamine B, since it is not being 

bound with gold nanoparticles or the Au film, this in turn, allows us to 

increase our level of detection. The Raman spectra of samples R3 (1.03x10-

12 moles) and R4 (1.03x10-14 moles) were possible to observe without Au film 

and their EF were 108 and 109 respectively. The Raman signal of the sample 

R5 (1.03x10-16 moles) was not observed without Au film suggesting that 

such film effectively improves Raman detection and EF by the mechanisms 

explained above. 
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3.1.2  SERS results for The effect of  the molecule’s length  

The effect of the molecule’s length on the Raman enhancement using our 

SERS substrates was also studied without a gold film. Figures 14a-c show 

the Raman spectra for SERS substrates which contained 1x10-5 moles (total 

moles per sample) of P-therphenyl, RhB and TWEEN 20 respectively. Those 

ones will be used as references to be compared with the Raman spectra 

obtained from substrates with lower amount of moles for the same 

substances as depicted in figures 14d-f. The insets in figures 14d-f show 

the structure of the molecules. As observed, all peaks appearing in the plots 

14d-f are matching those on figures 14a-c. Moreover, the minimum amount 

of moles of P-therphenyl and RhB which were possible to detect using the 

configuration Si/Au NPs/molecules (without Au film) was 1.031x10-14 

moles (total moles per sample) and the EF for the Raman signal obtained 

from these substrates with P-therphenyl and RhB was 109 (the same for 

both cases).  

The Raman enhancement factor (EF) was calculated using the formula: EF= 

(ISERS*NREF)/( IREF*NSERS) where ISERS is the enhanced Raman intensity of the 

adsorbed molecules on the substrate, IREF  is the spontaneous Raman 

scattering intensity from the molecules under the laser spot, which are on 

the Si substrate (without Au NPs), NREF represents the number of molecules 
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excited by the laser without Raman enhancement effect and NSERS is the 

number of molecules uniformly covering the SERS substrate in the laser 

spot area16,171. 

The EF in the case of the molecule TWEEN 20 was 107, and the minimum 

amount of moles detected was 1.03x10-9 moles. The size of that molecule 

and its position on the SERS substrate could be related directly to the 

reduction of two orders of magnitude in EF compared to that for P-

therphenyl. The TWEEN 20 molecule is bigger compared to RhB and P-

therphenyl, making difficult its diffusion and can not be introduced 

between adjacent gold nanoparticles, it can remain only on gold 

nanoparticles, see figure 6a chapter 2. In contrast, the P-therphenyl is 

smaller and can be diffused easily on SERS substrates, being located in the 

same positions as RhB, in consequence, a higher EF is expected for this 

molecule. It has been reported that hotspots responsible of the Raman 

enhancement are regularly located between tips of gold nanostars 

separated at about 2 nm41,138. Thus, if we want to produce Raman 

enhancement for certain molecules, their size of them should be small 

enough to fit inside the hotspot. Based on this assumption, it is expected 

that large molecules such as TWEEN 20 with an approximate length of 6 

nm should not fit inside the 2.6 nm between adjacent gold nanoparticles. 
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As a result, the amount of molecules detected would be lower compared to 

the one corresponding to RhB or P-therphenyl with a length of 1.3 nm and 

0.7 nm, respectively. Therefore, the probability to fit them inside a hotspot 

is higher than that for TWEEN 20. In consequence, the detection of lower 

amounts of those molecules was possible (1.03x10-14 moles for p-

therphenyl and RhB).  
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Figure 14. (a), (b) and (c) show the Raman spectra for 10−5 
moles of p-terphenyl, RhB and TWEEN 20 respectively. (d), 
(e) and (f ) show the Raman spectra for p-terphenyl, RhB and 
TWEEN 20 respectively using the configuration: Si 
substrate/Au NPs/molecule. Insets in figures (d), (e) and (f ) 
show the molecular structures of p-terphenyl, RhB and 
TWEEN 20 respectively. 
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3 . 2  R e s u l t s  o b t a i n e d  i n  S E R S  s u b s t r a t e s  p r e p a r e d  b y  s e l f  
a s s e m b l y  ( S A )  

3.2.1  SERS results for Glucose 

The Raman spectra were obtained for samples M1-M4 and M5NA as 

depicted in figure 15a. As observed, some peaks of Glucose located at 1073 

cm-1 and 1126 cm-1 which are associated to C-C, C-O and C-O-H bonds23 

are still visible for sample M4 with a molar concentration of 10-7 and no 

peaks are observed for a concentration of 10-9M. This suggests that 10-7 M 

is the detection limit for our SERS substrates with only gold nanoparticles 

and no Albumin. A summary of each type of bond related with the Raman 

peaks of Glucose is presented in table 3, those ones were obtained from 

references 7, 162, 163, and 164. 

Table 3. Summary of main bonds for identification of Glucose. 

Raman Peaks 
at: (cm-1) 

650 770 841 915 1073 1126 1334 1405 1653 

Glucose 
(solid) 

651 773 843 916 1075 1121 1332 --- ---- 

Glucose in 
Water (Our 
samples) 

650 770 841 915 1073 1126 1334 --- ---- 

Albumin -- -- -- -- -- 1126 1334 1405 1653 

Bond C-C C-H C-C 
C1-H1 

C-C 
C-H 
C-0 

C-C 
C-O 

C-O-H 

COH O-C-H 
C-O-H 
C-C-H 

CH2 and 
CH2OH 

deformations 

H-bonded C=O 
stretch Amide(I): 

-NH2 
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It is observed that all peaks in our Raman spectra are in agreement with 

literature. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a 

detection of 10-7 M is reached using the SERS effect without nanoparticles 

functionalization. This is three orders of magnitude more sensitive than the 

detection limit of 0.1 mM reported before in the literature for electro 

chemical metods173,157 and one order of magnitude better in comparison to 

the report of Al-Ogaidi et al. where a minimum level of detection of 16 µM 

using gold nanostar@silica core-shell nanoparticles was reported 15.  

 

We associate this improvement in the detection to the fact that the Glucose 

molecules attached to the gold nanoparticles are directly in contact with the 

tips of gold nanostars. We can also have two effects which can improve the 

Raman scattering in our system: the first one is the enhancement owing to 

dipolar fields of the particle plasmon resonance, while the second one is a 

purely geometric factor identified in literature as the lightning rod 

factor27,59. Thus, higher EFs are possible with gold nanostars in comparison 

to spherical nanoparticles 156,11.  
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. 

Figure 15.  Raman spectra of: a) Samples 
M1-M4 and M5NA without Albumin, and 
b) M5, M6 and that of the reference 
substrate R1 (glass/Au NPs/Albumin). c) 
shows the normalized integrated area for 
the Raman lines at 841 cm-1 and 1073 
cm-1 versus the mass of analyte for each 
sample M1-M6 
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Moreover, the Glucose molecule can diffuse among the clustered gold 

nanoparticles23, increasing the probability for Glucose molecules to be 

located between several gold nanostars at the same time and this could 

promote the SERS effect, since it has been reported that hotspots 

responsible of the Raman enhancement are regularly located between tips 

of gold nanostars separated at about 2 nm11,6,44. The numbers of hotspots 

is directly related to the detection capacity single molecule, given that it has 

been reported that hotspots are points with a factor of enhanced electric 

field E2 up to 1014  16, 16, 43. In our case, A Glucose molecule can fit into the 

hotspot perfectly because its length (0.87 nm) is small enough to fit inside 

the hotspot (2 nm).  

In order to have an idea about the improvement of Raman signal detection 

produced by the presence of gold nanoparticles, the Raman enhancement 

factor was calculated using the formula: EF= (ISERS*NREF)/( IREF*NSERS) where 

ISERS is the enhanced Raman intensity of the adsorbed Glucose molecules 

on the substrate, IREF is the spontaneous Raman scattering intensity from 

the Glucose molecules under the laser spot, which are on the glass 

substrate (without Au NPs), NREF is the number of Glucose molecules 

excited by the laser without Raman enhancement effect and NSERS is the 
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number of molecules covering uniformly the SERS substrate and within the 

laser spot16,24.  

The enhancement factors for M2, M3 and M4 were 105, 107 and 109. 

Therefore, the EF improved from 1 (substrate without Au NPs and with a 

concentration of 1M) to a maximum of 109 when the gold nanoparticles are 

added, see figure 15a. Table 2 chapter 2, summarizes the values of the 

main parameters in order to have an idea about the level of detection 

reported in this work. Columns B and C show the molar concentration and 

the number of moles of Glucose deposited on the substrates. Column D  

presents the number of molecules deposited on the SERS substrates with 

an area of 4 mm x 4 mm (16x106 µm2), this column was calculated taking 

into account that 1 mol, column E shows the area of the samples M1-M6, 

Column F resulted by dividing column D with column E, column G was 

calculated multiplying column F by 180 µm2 (laser spot area), column H 

resulted from the operation: (column C/16x106 µm2)*180 µm2, and finally 

column I shows the total error of each parameter in columns B-H 

corresponding to each sample. This table indicates that that we can detect 

as low as 1 picomole on our SERS substrates (sample M4) even though the 

anomeric effect is present. We can detect as low as 1.18 x10-16 moles or 
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7.11x107 molecules per spot area, see column H for M4, taking into 

account the laser spot area (180 µm2).  

As confirmed above, it is not possible to detect any Raman signal of Glucose 

for concentrations below 10-7 M only with the presence of Au NPs. We 

overcame this problem by adding Albumin to our substrate with gold 

nanoparticles, figure 10d  chapter 2 illustrate the Albumin coated 

nanoparticles. As mentioned before (chapter 2), the detection of Glucose is 

difficult due to the anomeric effect. If this effect is reduced or completely 

stopped, the detection of Glucose would be easier. An alternative to 

chemically stabilize the Glucose molecule would be by bonding them to 

another molecule such as Albumin, this last molecule can be a good option 

since it can form glycated Albumin (peptide bonds) after interacting with 

Glucose,166,167. After this, Glucose detection for concentrations as low as 10-

9M would be possible. Figure 15b shows the Raman spectra of sample M5 

with a Glucose concentration of 10-9 M and the reference substrate with 

only Albumin (named R1: Glass/Au NPs/Albumin (11 vol.%)). It is clearly 

observed in sample M5 some peaks which do not appear in the reference 

sample R1 or they are broader, they are located at: 841 cm-1, 915 cm-1, 

1073 cm-1, 1126 cm-1 and 1334 cm-1. Such peaks are in agreement with 
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those observed in the Glucose molecule (see Raman spectrum for sample 

M1 in figure 15a). 

 The EF of sample M5 was 1011, which is two orders of magnitude higher 

than for M4 without Albumin. It is also noticeable that the peaks of 

Albumin located at 1405 cm-1 and 1653 cm-1 are completely attenuated 

while the main peaks of Glucose located at 915 cm-1, 1073 cm-1, 1126 cm-1 

are enhanced. According to literature, the peaks located at 1405 cm-1 and 

1653 cm-1 corresponds to the amide groups (named I and II)  of Albumin 

168,169. The simultaneous enhancement and attenuation of some peaks 

indicates that the Albumin and Glucose molecules are interacting to form 

new bonds. According to literature, the Glucose can form peptide bonds 

(COOH-NH2) with Albumin through the interaction of amide groups from 

Albumin (NH2) with COOH groups from Glucose170-37. Those peptide bonds 

are also named glycated Albumin167 and are important for the stabilization 

of the Glucose molecule as mentioned above. After this interaction, the 

Raman signal of C-O bonds of Glucose located in the range of 890 cm-1-

1150 cm-1 can be enhanced with the SERS effect. This is confirmed with 

sample M5 with a concentration of 10-9 M of Glucose which presents some 

characteristic peaks (915 cm-1, 1073 cm-1 and 1126 cm-1) in that range. 

Thus, an attenuation of bands corresponding to amide I and II groups (NH2) 
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at 1405 cm-1 and 1653 cm-1 demonstrates the formation of peptide bonds, 

which in turn, favor the enhancement of Raman peaks associated to 

Glucose (compare Raman spectra of samples R1 and M5 in figure 15b). If 

the concentration is decreased even more, for example a concentration of 

10-11M, it is observed that its Raman spectra is very similar to that of the 

reference sample with Albumin only, samples R1 and M6 in figure 15b. In 

this case, the peak at 1653 cm-1 appears again and all peaks observed in 

the range of 890 cm-1-1150 cm-1 do not appear anymore, suggesting that 

the interaction between Albumin and Glucose at very low concentrations is 

not strong enough in order to observe a SERS signal. To better visualize the 

limit of detection in our system, we have plotted a curve of normalized 

integrated area versus the mass of analyte deposited on the substrate49-51 

by using the peaks at 841cm-1 and 1073cm-1, see figure 15c. It is observed 

that the integrated area decreases as the concentration of Glucose 

decreases. The sample M5 which had a Glucose mass of of 1.8 x 10-12 g 

corresponding to 10-9 M, still presented some weak peaks at 841cm-1 and 

1073cm-1. For lower molarities of Glucose such as that for sample M6 (10-11 

M) which had a analyte mass of 1.8 x 10-14 g, the raman signal was not 

observed and the observed integrated area was zero. This means that the 

limit of detection is 10-9 M in our system with Albumin. 
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C h a p t e r  4  

C o n c l u s i o n s ** 
 

In conclusion, the molecule 1-dodecanethiol was helpful to produce a 

spacing of ~2.6 nm between adjacent gold nanoparticles, this promotes the 

generation of hotspots (see appendix A.3). We expect to have a higher 

amount of hotspots on SERS substrates with gold film compared to those 

ones without the gold films because additional hotspots can be produced 

between the Au film and the tips of gold stars. Therefore, the level of 

detection of analytes increases several orders of magnitude. Zeptomol 

detection of RhB, that is, the detection of a single molecule of RhB in 3 µm2 

or 1.22x10-22 moles on 189 µm2 (laser spot area) was achieved using a 

SERS substrate with the configuration: Si/Au film/Au nanoparticles. Such 

a level of detection was produced by the enhancement of the electric field in 

hotspots produced between gold nano stars and due to the plasmonic 

coupling between the Au nanoparticles and the gold film. For this 

architecture the average EF is 1012 with a reproducible error of ±12.45% 

(see appendix A.2).    

                                                 
** Some contents of the chapter 4 are reproduced from Ref. 156,174 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry. 

http://www.rsc.org/journals-books-databases/journal-authors-reviewers/licences-copyright-permissions/#reuse-permission-

requests. 
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Furthermore, the SERS substrate with the gold film enables us to detect a 

concentration of 10-9 moles for large molecules such as TWEEN 20 (~6nm), 

even though it could not fit into the hotspots formed between adjacent Au 

nanostars (interparticle distance 2.6 nm). If the size of the molecule is equal 

or below 1.3 nm, it is possible to detect up to 13.28x10-14 moles using a 

SERS substrate without gold film as demonstrated for RhB and P-

therphenyl. Those results suggest that our SERS substrates have high 

potential to detect concentrations as low as 10-18 moles for molecule lengths 

less than 2.6 nm. Finally, the characteristics and design of our SERS 

substrates open the possibility to detect molecules of medical and biological 

interest. This work demonstrated the fabrication of SERS substrates for 

ultralow concentration detection of Glucose, as a result of the hot spots 

formed by the spike termination of Au NPs and the appropriate distribution 

of gold nanoparticles. Glucose Detection for concentrations as low as 10-7 M 

was demonstrated with substrates prepared with star-like gold nanoparticle 

in order to decrease even more the detection limit we coated our gold 

nanoparticles with Albumin, this compound interacts with the Glucose by 

forming peptide bonds, which in turn, allow us to detect Glucose for 

concentrations as low as 10-9 M by enhancing the Raman peaks 
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corresponding to the C-O bonds. For this architecture the average EF is 

1011 with a reproducible error of ±20.9% (see appendix A.2). 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the lowest detection limit reported with 

SERS to 13th May 2016. Hence, our results can pave the way for the 

development of new types of biosensors for the detection of Glucose in any 

living organism. 
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A.2 Enhancement factor (EF) example error calculation.  

 

For the Enhancement error was use the next formula, applied 

to the each data base.  

 

      
                    

             
     

Applied to each set, the maximum value and the minimum 

value are not taking in count, the average is obtained by 8 

values that remain, this calculus give an error of ±12.45% for 

the EF between sets of samples using the same solution  of 

rodhamine B (1x10-14 M). 

For samples using glucose the error was ±20.9% using the same 

solution of glucose (1x10-9 M). 

 

EF Samples made with RB 1x10-14  M (same solution) 

25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN 25mN   

set 1 set 2 set 3 set 4 set 5 set 6 set 7 set 8 set 9 set 10   

                      

4,05E+11 1,62E+12 1,90E+12 2,05E+12 1,86E+12 6,68E+11 4,26E+11 7,95E+11 3,07E+12 6,05E+12 1 

4,08E+11 1,67E+12 1,90E+12 2,06E+12 1,97E+12 6,69E+11 4,49E+11 8,01E+11 3,27E+12 6,05E+12 2 

4,12E+11 1,75E+12 1,91E+12 2,08E+12 1,98E+12 6,92E+11 4,69E+11 8,23E+11 3,34E+12 6,09E+12 3 

4,17E+11 1,77E+12 1,93E+12 2,09E+12 2,02E+12 7,56E+11 4,82E+11 8,64E+11 3,35E+12 6,10E+12 4 

4,19E+11 1,84E+12 1,94E+12 2,09E+12 2,03E+12 7,61E+11 5,44E+11 8,75E+11 3,38E+12 6,11E+12 5 

4,33E+11 1,91E+12 1,94E+12 2,09E+12 2,04E+12 8,78E+11 5,71E+11 9,39E+11 3,39E+12 6,14E+12 6 



 

 d 

4,35E+11 1,95E+12 1,94E+12 2,10E+12 2,10E+12 9,66E+11 6,38E+11 9,74E+11 3,45E+12 6,20E+12 7 

4,61E+11 1,95E+12 1,95E+12 2,12E+12 2,11E+12 1,00E+12 6,92E+11 1,02E+12 3,46E+12 6,22E+12 8 

4,63E+11 1,96E+12 1,96E+12 2,12E+12 2,11E+12 1,16E+12 8,03E+11 1,14E+12 3,49E+12 6,25E+12 9 

4,85E+11 1,96E+12 1,98E+12 2,13E+12 2,13E+12 1,21E+12 8,60E+11 1,16E+12 3,54E+12 6,29E+12 10 

4,93E+11 1,98E+12 1,99E+12 2,13E+12 2,14E+12 1,35E+12 9,80E+11 1,28E+12 3,58E+12 6,32E+12 11 

4,95E+11 2,02E+12 1,99E+12 2,13E+12 2,15E+12 1,37E+12 1,00E+12 1,30E+12 3,59E+12 6,35E+12 12 

5,12E+11 2,03E+12 2,00E+12 2,13E+12 2,16E+12 1,57E+12 1,14E+12 1,37E+12 3,63E+12 6,37E+12 13 

5,45E+11 2,05E+12 2,01E+12 2,14E+12 2,16E+12 1,61E+12 1,17E+12 1,39E+12 3,63E+12 6,64E+12 14 

5,59E+11 2,08E+12 2,02E+12 2,15E+12 2,19E+12 1,70E+12 1,29E+12 1,41E+12 3,66E+12 6,64E+12 15 

5,81E+11 2,08E+12 2,02E+12 2,16E+12 2,19E+12 1,72E+12 1,32E+12 1,42E+12 3,68E+12 6,64E+12 16 

5,84E+11 2,08E+12 2,02E+12 2,16E+12 2,21E+12 1,76E+12 1,36E+12 1,42E+12 3,68E+12 6,67E+12 17 

5,98E+11 2,09E+12 2,02E+12 2,17E+12 2,22E+12 1,76E+12 1,45E+12 1,45E+12 3,69E+12 6,68E+12 18 

6,02E+11 2,09E+12 2,04E+12 2,18E+12 2,24E+12 1,77E+12 1,52E+12 1,45E+12 3,71E+12 6,72E+12 19 

6,09E+11 2,09E+12 2,04E+12 2,18E+12 2,24E+12 1,84E+12 1,55E+12 1,45E+12 3,74E+12 6,74E+12 20 

6,10E+11 2,09E+12 2,04E+12 2,18E+12 2,24E+12 1,91E+12 1,56E+12 1,46E+12 3,79E+12 6,75E+12 21 

6,15E+11 2,10E+12 2,05E+12 2,19E+12 2,26E+12 1,91E+12 1,59E+12 1,50E+12 3,86E+12 6,78E+12 22 

6,15E+11 2,10E+12 2,06E+12 2,19E+12 2,27E+12 1,91E+12 1,61E+12 1,52E+12 3,86E+12 6,78E+12 23 

6,16E+11 2,10E+12 2,07E+12 2,20E+12 2,27E+12 1,92E+12 1,65E+12 1,54E+12 3,87E+12 6,79E+12 24 

6,18E+11 2,10E+12 2,08E+12 2,20E+12 2,28E+12 1,94E+12 1,66E+12 1,54E+12 3,87E+12 6,80E+12 25 

6,20E+11 2,10E+12 2,09E+12 2,21E+12 2,31E+12 1,95E+12 1,67E+12 1,58E+12 3,89E+12 6,80E+12 26 

6,22E+11 2,10E+12 2,09E+12 2,22E+12 2,32E+12 1,95E+12 1,69E+12 1,61E+12 3,93E+12 6,82E+12 27 

6,25E+11 2,11E+12 2,09E+12 2,23E+12 2,33E+12 2,00E+12 1,69E+12 1,62E+12 3,96E+12 6,84E+12 28 

6,26E+11 2,12E+12 2,10E+12 2,23E+12 2,33E+12 2,01E+12 1,72E+12 1,68E+12 4,00E+12 6,87E+12 29 

6,30E+11 2,12E+12 2,10E+12 2,23E+12 2,33E+12 2,01E+12 1,72E+12 1,69E+12 4,00E+12 6,92E+12 30 

6,52E+11 2,12E+12 2,11E+12 2,23E+12 2,34E+12 2,02E+12 1,72E+12 1,71E+12 4,01E+12 6,95E+12 31 

6,68E+11 2,13E+12 2,11E+12 2,24E+12 2,34E+12 2,02E+12 1,75E+12 1,74E+12 4,08E+12 6,96E+12 32 

6,73E+11 2,13E+12 2,11E+12 2,24E+12 2,34E+12 2,02E+12 1,77E+12 1,74E+12 4,10E+12 6,99E+12 33 

6,86E+11 2,14E+12 2,11E+12 2,24E+12 2,34E+12 2,02E+12 1,78E+12 1,76E+12 4,10E+12 7,04E+12 34 

7,36E+11 2,14E+12 2,11E+12 2,25E+12 2,36E+12 2,03E+12 1,80E+12 1,77E+12 4,11E+12 7,11E+12 35 

7,59E+11 2,15E+12 2,15E+12 2,25E+12 2,37E+12 2,04E+12 1,81E+12 1,82E+12 4,13E+12 7,24E+12 36 

7,94E+11 2,15E+12 2,15E+12 2,25E+12 2,37E+12 2,04E+12 1,82E+12 1,82E+12 4,16E+12 7,26E+12 37 

8,82E+11 2,15E+12 2,15E+12 2,26E+12 2,38E+12 2,05E+12 1,86E+12 1,84E+12 4,17E+12 7,27E+12 38 

9,16E+11 2,16E+12 2,16E+12 2,26E+12 2,39E+12 2,06E+12 1,87E+12 1,84E+12 4,17E+12 7,29E+12 39 

9,77E+11 2,17E+12 2,16E+12 2,27E+12 2,39E+12 2,06E+12 1,88E+12 1,86E+12 4,18E+12 7,32E+12 40 

1,01E+12 2,17E+12 2,16E+12 2,27E+12 2,39E+12 2,07E+12 1,89E+12 1,87E+12 4,22E+12 7,34E+12 41 

1,01E+12 2,20E+12 2,17E+12 2,27E+12 2,39E+12 2,09E+12 1,90E+12 1,87E+12 4,22E+12 7,35E+12 42 

1,02E+12 2,20E+12 2,20E+12 2,28E+12 2,40E+12 2,09E+12 1,91E+12 1,87E+12 4,22E+12 7,36E+12 43 

1,03E+12 2,21E+12 2,20E+12 2,28E+12 2,40E+12 2,10E+12 1,94E+12 1,88E+12 4,23E+12 7,52E+12 44 



 

 e 

1,06E+12 2,22E+12 2,21E+12 2,28E+12 2,40E+12 2,11E+12 1,94E+12 1,90E+12 4,23E+12 7,65E+12 45 

1,07E+12 2,23E+12 2,21E+12 2,28E+12 2,40E+12 2,11E+12 1,95E+12 1,92E+12 4,26E+12 7,69E+12 46 

1,10E+12 2,23E+12 2,21E+12 2,29E+12 2,41E+12 2,12E+12 1,99E+12 1,93E+12 4,31E+12 7,72E+12 47 

1,10E+12 2,24E+12 2,22E+12 2,29E+12 2,41E+12 2,13E+12 2,00E+12 1,94E+12 4,34E+12 7,81E+12 48 

1,12E+12 2,24E+12 2,23E+12 2,31E+12 2,42E+12 2,14E+12 2,01E+12 1,94E+12 4,34E+12 7,84E+12 49 

1,12E+12 2,24E+12 2,24E+12 2,31E+12 2,42E+12 2,16E+12 2,02E+12 1,97E+12 4,37E+12 7,87E+12 50 

1,16E+12 2,25E+12 2,24E+12 2,31E+12 2,43E+12 2,16E+12 2,02E+12 1,99E+12 4,38E+12 7,98E+12 51 

1,17E+12 2,25E+12 2,24E+12 2,31E+12 2,43E+12 2,16E+12 2,02E+12 2,01E+12 4,43E+12 8,00E+12 52 

1,20E+12 2,25E+12 2,25E+12 2,31E+12 2,44E+12 2,17E+12 2,03E+12 2,01E+12 4,43E+12 8,03E+12 53 

1,20E+12 2,25E+12 2,26E+12 2,32E+12 2,45E+12 2,18E+12 2,03E+12 2,02E+12 4,43E+12 8,11E+12 54 

1,21E+12 2,26E+12 2,26E+12 2,33E+12 2,46E+12 2,19E+12 2,05E+12 2,04E+12 4,50E+12 8,15E+12 55 

1,24E+12 2,26E+12 2,26E+12 2,33E+12 2,47E+12 2,24E+12 2,05E+12 2,04E+12 4,55E+12 8,15E+12 56 

1,24E+12 2,26E+12 2,26E+12 2,33E+12 2,47E+12 2,27E+12 2,10E+12 2,05E+12 4,75E+12 8,19E+12 57 

1,25E+12 2,27E+12 2,28E+12 2,34E+12 2,47E+12 2,29E+12 2,11E+12 2,06E+12 4,75E+12 8,29E+12 58 

1,25E+12 2,27E+12 2,28E+12 2,34E+12 2,48E+12 2,30E+12 2,11E+12 2,06E+12 4,76E+12 8,32E+12 59 

1,27E+12 2,28E+12 2,28E+12 2,34E+12 2,48E+12 2,30E+12 2,12E+12 2,08E+12 4,82E+12 8,32E+12 60 

1,28E+12 2,28E+12 2,29E+12 2,34E+12 2,49E+12 2,31E+12 2,13E+12 2,09E+12 4,85E+12 8,36E+12 61 

1,29E+12 2,29E+12 2,29E+12 2,35E+12 2,49E+12 2,33E+12 2,14E+12 2,11E+12 4,85E+12 8,39E+12 62 

1,32E+12 2,30E+12 2,30E+12 2,35E+12 2,49E+12 2,33E+12 2,15E+12 2,12E+12 4,85E+12 8,41E+12 63 

1,32E+12 2,31E+12 2,31E+12 2,35E+12 2,50E+12 2,35E+12 2,15E+12 2,13E+12 4,88E+12 8,46E+12 64 

1,33E+12 2,32E+12 2,31E+12 2,37E+12 2,50E+12 2,36E+12 2,15E+12 2,13E+12 4,90E+12 8,49E+12 65 

1,33E+12 2,32E+12 2,32E+12 2,37E+12 2,50E+12 2,36E+12 2,16E+12 2,13E+12 4,90E+12 8,55E+12 66 

1,38E+12 2,32E+12 2,32E+12 2,38E+12 2,51E+12 2,37E+12 2,16E+12 2,20E+12 4,93E+12 8,57E+12 67 

1,40E+12 2,32E+12 2,33E+12 2,38E+12 2,51E+12 2,38E+12 2,16E+12 2,21E+12 4,97E+12 8,59E+12 68 

1,40E+12 2,32E+12 2,36E+12 2,38E+12 2,51E+12 2,39E+12 2,17E+12 2,22E+12 4,97E+12 8,66E+12 69 

1,44E+12 2,33E+12 2,36E+12 2,38E+12 2,51E+12 2,39E+12 2,18E+12 2,23E+12 5,04E+12 8,67E+12 70 

1,46E+12 2,33E+12 2,36E+12 2,38E+12 2,52E+12 2,40E+12 2,18E+12 2,24E+12 5,13E+12 8,81E+12 71 

1,47E+12 2,33E+12 2,37E+12 2,39E+12 2,52E+12 2,41E+12 2,18E+12 2,24E+12 5,17E+12 8,90E+12 72 

1,47E+12 2,34E+12 2,40E+12 2,41E+12 2,53E+12 2,42E+12 2,19E+12 2,24E+12 5,20E+12 8,94E+12 73 

1,47E+12 2,34E+12 2,40E+12 2,41E+12 2,54E+12 2,42E+12 2,19E+12 2,25E+12 5,20E+12 8,96E+12 74 

1,47E+12 2,36E+12 2,41E+12 2,43E+12 2,54E+12 2,42E+12 2,19E+12 2,27E+12 5,21E+12 9,12E+12 75 

1,48E+12 2,36E+12 2,46E+12 2,44E+12 2,54E+12 2,43E+12 2,19E+12 2,31E+12 5,25E+12 9,13E+12 76 

1,49E+12 2,37E+12 2,46E+12 2,46E+12 2,55E+12 2,43E+12 2,19E+12 2,31E+12 5,27E+12 9,15E+12 77 

1,49E+12 2,37E+12 2,46E+12 2,47E+12 2,56E+12 2,43E+12 2,20E+12 2,32E+12 5,28E+12 9,19E+12 78 

1,50E+12 2,41E+12 2,46E+12 2,49E+12 2,56E+12 2,44E+12 2,20E+12 2,32E+12 5,30E+12 9,19E+12 79 

1,50E+12 2,43E+12 2,50E+12 2,49E+12 2,57E+12 2,45E+12 2,21E+12 2,32E+12 5,36E+12 9,23E+12 80 

1,50E+12 2,52E+12 2,56E+12 2,54E+12 2,57E+12 2,45E+12 2,21E+12 2,34E+12 5,37E+12 9,25E+12 81 

1,51E+12 2,53E+12 2,69E+12 2,55E+12 2,59E+12 2,46E+12 2,21E+12 2,40E+12 5,42E+12 9,29E+12 82 



 

 f 

1,51E+12 2,56E+12 2,75E+12 2,56E+12 2,60E+12 2,46E+12 2,22E+12 2,46E+12 5,42E+12 9,36E+12 83 

1,52E+12 2,66E+12 2,90E+12 2,63E+12 2,60E+12 2,46E+12 2,23E+12 2,49E+12 5,45E+12 9,38E+12 84 

1,52E+12 2,67E+12 2,92E+12 2,64E+12 2,61E+12 2,47E+12 2,24E+12 2,51E+12 5,49E+12 9,46E+12 85 

1,52E+12 2,79E+12 3,13E+12 2,64E+12 2,61E+12 2,47E+12 2,25E+12 2,52E+12 5,49E+12 9,49E+12 86 

1,52E+12 2,79E+12 3,16E+12 2,70E+12 2,65E+12 2,49E+12 2,27E+12 2,53E+12 5,50E+12 9,50E+12 87 

1,53E+12 2,84E+12 3,65E+12 2,70E+12 2,67E+12 2,49E+12 2,29E+12 2,54E+12 5,53E+12 9,58E+12 88 

1,53E+12 2,85E+12 3,66E+12 2,75E+12 2,68E+12 2,50E+12 2,29E+12 2,58E+12 5,54E+12 9,65E+12 89 

1,53E+12 2,88E+12 4,56E+12 2,78E+12 2,68E+12 2,50E+12 2,30E+12 2,58E+12 5,57E+12 9,69E+12 90 

1,54E+12 2,88E+12 4,69E+12 2,79E+12 2,68E+12 2,50E+12 2,30E+12 2,64E+12 5,57E+12 9,74E+12 91 

1,54E+12 2,89E+12 6,69E+12 2,81E+12 2,81E+12 2,50E+12 2,33E+12 2,64E+12 5,59E+12 9,76E+12 92 

1,55E+12 2,89E+12 7,19E+12 2,88E+12 2,82E+12 2,52E+12 2,33E+12 2,64E+12 5,60E+12 9,78E+12 93 

1,56E+12 2,92E+12 1,15E+13 2,90E+12 2,86E+12 2,53E+12 2,33E+12 2,67E+12 5,61E+12 9,88E+12 94 

1,57E+12 2,93E+12 1,29E+13 2,90E+12 2,92E+12 2,54E+12 2,34E+12 2,68E+12 5,71E+12 1,00E+13 95 

1,58E+12 2,95E+12 1,93E+13 2,95E+12 2,93E+12 2,55E+12 2,37E+12 2,69E+12 5,78E+12 1,01E+13 96 

1,59E+12 2,96E+12 2,33E+13 2,96E+12 2,95E+12 2,55E+12 2,41E+12 2,76E+12 5,83E+12 1,03E+13 97 

1,60E+12 3,00E+12 2,74E+13 2,97E+12 2,97E+12 2,55E+12 2,43E+12 2,80E+12 5,88E+12 1,03E+13 98 

1,60E+12 3,00E+12 2,99E+13 2,98E+12 3,00E+12 2,57E+12 2,45E+12 2,95E+12 5,95E+12 1,03E+13 99 

1,64E+12 3,01E+12 1,29E+13 3,03E+12 3,00E+12 2,58E+12 2,48E+12 3,01E+12 6,01E+12 1,04E+13 100 

  

EF of Samples made with glucose  1x10-9  M (same solution) 

set 1 set 2 set 3 set 4 set 5 set 6 set 7 set 8 set 9 set 10   

3,95E+11 4,32E+11 4,19E+11 5,42E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 1 

4,06E+11 4,32E+11 4,28E+11 5,34E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 2 

4,07E+11 4,32E+11 4,22E+11 5,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 3 

3,99E+11 4,32E+11 4,24E+11 5,07E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 4 

4,01E+11 4,32E+11 4,21E+11 4,91E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 5 

4,12E+11 4,32E+11 4,21E+11 4,86E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 6 

3,96E+11 4,32E+11 4,16E+11 4,60E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 7 

4,55E+11 4,32E+11 4,09E+11 4,65E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 8 

4,35E+11 4,32E+11 4,18E+11 4,57E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 9 

3,97E+11 4,32E+11 4,23E+11 4,51E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 10 

3,59E+11 4,32E+11 4,18E+11 4,39E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 11 

3,45E+11 5,51E+11 4,27E+11 4,27E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 12 

3,89E+11 5,75E+11 4,32E+11 4,25E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 13 

4,55E+11 5,89E+11 4,15E+11 4,27E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 14 

4,13E+11 5,97E+11 4,17E+11 4,23E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 15 

4,29E+11 6,08E+11 4,25E+11 4,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 16 



 

 g 

4,22E+11 6,16E+11 4,21E+11 4,25E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,34E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 17 

3,99E+11 6,23E+11 4,17E+11 4,33E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,25E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 18 

4,08E+11 6,24E+11 4,26E+11 4,38E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,15E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 19 

4,61E+11 6,32E+11 4,22E+11 4,32E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,13E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 20 

4,19E+11 6,34E+11 4,23E+11 4,37E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,20E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 21 

4,18E+11 6,35E+11 4,21E+11 4,28E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,26E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 22 

4,19E+11 6,29E+11 4,19E+11 4,25E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,35E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 23 

4,14E+11 6,18E+11 4,20E+11 4,40E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,48E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 24 

4,10E+11 6,18E+11 4,11E+11 4,51E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,62E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 25 

4,15E+11 5,98E+11 3,98E+11 4,61E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 26 

4,12E+11 5,91E+11 4,01E+11 4,63E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,78E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 27 

4,06E+11 5,72E+11 4,15E+11 4,66E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,95E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 28 

4,18E+11 5,70E+11 4,09E+11 4,83E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,98E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 29 

4,13E+11 5,55E+11 4,06E+11 4,99E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,88E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 30 

4,09E+11 5,29E+11 4,28E+11 5,09E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,14E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 31 

4,15E+11 5,10E+11 4,27E+11 5,29E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,03E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 32 

4,23E+11 4,96E+11 4,43E+11 5,44E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,07E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 33 

4,37E+11 4,93E+11 4,63E+11 5,47E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,10E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 34 

4,50E+11 4,81E+11 4,84E+11 5,57E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,06E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 35 

4,59E+11 4,74E+11 5,42E+11 5,96E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,19E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 36 

4,71E+11 4,62E+11 6,34E+11 5,94E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,17E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 37 

4,83E+11 4,55E+11 7,06E+11 6,11E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,20E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 38 

4,89E+11 4,55E+11 7,08E+11 6,36E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,11E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 39 

5,02E+11 4,53E+11 6,02E+11 6,36E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,97E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 40 

5,10E+11 4,46E+11 5,25E+11 6,17E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,95E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 41 

5,18E+11 4,42E+11 4,71E+11 6,14E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,91E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 42 

5,14E+11 4,44E+11 4,54E+11 6,07E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,62E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 43 

5,06E+11 4,38E+11 4,47E+11 5,88E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,49E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 44 

4,98E+11 4,34E+11 4,43E+11 5,70E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,43E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 45 

4,78E+11 4,35E+11 4,34E+11 5,57E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,44E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 46 

4,51E+11 4,31E+11 4,23E+11 5,46E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,57E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 47 

4,17E+11 4,20E+11 4,23E+11 5,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,68E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 48 

3,84E+11 4,19E+11 4,18E+11 4,97E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,88E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 49 

3,52E+11 4,22E+11 3,97E+11 5,10E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,17E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 50 

3,22E+11 4,08E+11 3,94E+11 5,17E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,32E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 51 

2,94E+11 4,14E+11 3,81E+11 5,02E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,34E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 52 

2,65E+11 4,12E+11 3,68E+11 4,76E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,25E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 53 

2,49E+11 4,08E+11 3,60E+11 4,80E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 3,17E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 54 
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2,32E+11 4,10E+11 3,63E+11 4,80E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,93E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 55 

2,19E+11 4,16E+11 3,57E+11 4,79E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,64E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 56 

2,11E+11 4,21E+11 3,48E+11 4,83E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,40E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 57 

2,11E+11 4,39E+11 3,49E+11 4,70E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,25E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 58 

2,16E+11 4,33E+11 3,52E+11 4,65E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,05E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 59 

2,18E+11 4,35E+11 3,45E+11 4,74E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,02E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 60 

2,30E+11 4,40E+11 3,58E+11 4,72E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,01E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 61 

2,42E+11 4,44E+11 3,66E+11 4,69E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,05E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 62 

2,59E+11 4,44E+11 3,90E+11 4,61E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,11E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 63 

2,79E+11 4,43E+11 3,78E+11 4,60E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,17E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 64 

2,97E+11 4,44E+11 3,80E+11 4,67E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,21E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 65 

3,12E+11 4,42E+11 3,83E+11 4,71E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,34E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 66 

3,34E+11 4,47E+11 3,84E+11 4,67E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,46E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 67 

3,46E+11 4,51E+11 3,86E+11 4,66E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,61E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 68 

3,59E+11 4,46E+11 3,91E+11 4,80E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,72E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 69 

3,80E+11 4,47E+11 3,97E+11 4,79E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,75E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 70 

3,98E+11 4,55E+11 3,97E+11 4,79E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,70E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 71 

4,07E+11 4,59E+11 3,92E+11 4,70E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,56E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 72 

4,15E+11 4,53E+11 3,99E+11 4,80E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,47E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 73 

4,29E+11 4,48E+11 4,05E+11 4,74E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,46E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 74 

4,41E+11 4,51E+11 4,04E+11 4,63E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,27E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 75 

4,41E+11 4,42E+11 4,02E+11 4,69E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,00E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 76 

4,45E+11 4,30E+11 3,97E+11 4,67E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,80E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 77 

4,53E+11 4,30E+11 3,90E+11 4,50E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,59E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 78 

4,60E+11 4,31E+11 3,93E+11 4,41E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,46E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 79 

4,61E+11 4,30E+11 3,96E+11 4,31E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,26E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 80 

4,60E+11 4,28E+11 3,88E+11 4,29E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,10E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 81 

4,62E+11 4,25E+11 3,79E+11 4,23E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,00E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 82 

4,67E+11 4,22E+11 3,71E+11 4,19E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 9,13E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 83 

4,62E+11 4,18E+11 3,73E+11 4,17E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 8,37E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 84 

4,54E+11 4,04E+11 3,70E+11 4,25E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 7,82E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 85 

4,51E+11 3,98E+11 3,76E+11 4,15E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 7,85E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 86 

4,49E+11 3,92E+11 3,84E+11 4,02E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 7,60E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 87 

4,44E+11 3,85E+11 3,87E+11 4,10E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 8,21E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 88 

4,46E+11 3,88E+11 3,89E+11 4,10E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 8,36E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 89 

4,48E+11 3,90E+11 4,04E+11 4,02E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 9,46E+10 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 90 

4,40E+11 3,79E+11 4,15E+11 4,05E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,02E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 91 

4,39E+11 3,72E+11 4,22E+11 4,11E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,19E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 92 
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4,39E+11 3,86E+11 4,47E+11 4,16E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,42E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 93 

4,33E+11 3,89E+11 4,79E+11 4,19E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,59E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 94 

4,35E+11 3,85E+11 4,73E+11 4,23E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,77E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 95 

4,21E+11 4,03E+11 4,88E+11 4,23E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 1,94E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 96 

4,29E+11 4,08E+11 5,06E+11 4,21E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,19E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 97 

4,29E+11 4,07E+11 5,02E+11 4,33E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,29E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 98 

4,26E+11 4,12E+11 5,10E+11 4,46E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,40E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 99 

4,26E+11 4,19E+11 5,18E+11 4,35E+11 3,20E+11 3,20E+11 3,21E+11 2,51E+11 2,75E+11 3,44E+11 100 
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A.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) characterization of substrates.  

 

 

 

Sample R1 spacing study by AFM 
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Sample R2 spacing study by AFM 
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Sample R3 spacing study by AFM 
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Sample R4 spacing study by AFM 
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Sample R5 spacing study by AFM6 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 because the spacing measured by AFM and SEM in some parts the particles are nearest as spacing molecule this fact confirm 

the "hot spot" formation. 
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Sample R5 spacing  study by SEM 60,000X 
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Sample R5 spacing study by SEM 140,000X 
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Sample R5 spacing  study by SEM 250,000X7 

                                                 
7 Because the spacing measured by AFM and SEM in some parts the particles are nearest as spacing molecule this fact confirm 

the "hot spot" formation. 
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Sample M5 spacing study by SEM 35,000X, before albumin 
deposition 
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Sample M5 spacing study by SEM 270,000X, before albumin 
deposition 
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Sample M5 spacing study by SEM 230,000X, after albumin 
deposition 

 


